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Abstract. We present non-LTE oxygen abundances for a sample of B stars in the Orion association.
The abundance calculations included non-LTE line formation and used fully blanketed non-LTE model
atmospheres. The stellar parameters were the same as adopted in the previous study by Cunha & Lambert
(1994). We find that the young Orion stars in this sample of 10 stars are described by a single oxygen
abundance with an average value of A(O) = 8.78 and a small dispersion of ±0.05, dex which is of the
order of the uncertainties in the analysis. This average oxygen abundance compares well with the average
oxygen abundance obtained previously in Cunha & Lambert (1994): A(O) = 8.72 ± 0.13 although this
earlier study, based upon non-blanketed model atmospheres in LTE, displayed larger scatter. Small scatter
of chemical abundances in Orion B stars had also been found in our previous studies for neon and argon;
all based on the same effective temperature scale. The derived oxygen abundance distribution for the Orion
association compares well with other results for the oxygen abundance in the solar neighborhood.

1. INTRODUCTION
Oxygen is one of the most abundant elements and is produced mainly in hydrostatic burning in massive
stars and ejected in the interstellar medium via Type II SNe. It tracks star formation and massive star
evolution and is recycled very quickly into the interstellar medium. Modelling of the stellar atmospheres
of early type stars has advanced in recent years with improvements in the atomic data making full
self-consistent non-LTE calculations possible. In this contribution we present oxygen abundances for a
sample of young stars in the Orion association.
2. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The target stars are 10 OB main-sequence stars members of the subgroups of the Orion association. Full
non-LTE calculations were done using non-LTE model atmospheres computed by TLUSTY [3] with
updated and extended model atoms. The stellar parameters were the same as adopted in the previous
study of [1]. Oxygen abundances were obtained from the best fits between observed and synthetic
spectra from a large number of O II transitions.
The average oxygen abundance obtained for the studied sample is: A(O)= 8.78 ± 0.05 dex. The
scatter in the derived A(O) can be completely explained in terms of the abundance uncertainties in
the analysis. In Figure 1 we show a comparison of the oxygen abundances obtained here (top panel)
with other recent studies from the literature. The middle panel shows results from [6] and [7] that were
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Figure 1. A comparison of our results with other recent results from the literature for the Orion association (middle
panel) and for the solar neighborhood (bottom panel). The oxygen abundances overall compare well. Indications
that the Orion association chemical composition is homogeneous had been found in our previous studies for neon
[2] and argon [4] all based on the same effective temperature scale. Recent results from [8] also confirm this
homogeneity.

obtained with FASTWIND models. Our abundances overlap the most recent study from this group but
not the lower oxygen from [6]. For comparison, we also show in the bottom panel the results from [5]
for a sample of 6 stars in the solar neighborhood: the solar vicinity abundances and scatter compare
well with our results for Orion. Taken together these results indicate that the chemical abundances in
the Orion association are homogeneous and agree well with solar neighborhood values. The earlier
oxygen abundance distribution from [1] presented more scatter, although with the same average oxygen
abundance.
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